
>>> POOL & SPA AUTOMATION

OmniLogic®

Now you can control your pool and spa 
equipment, as well as other backyard amenities 
such as fountains and ambience lights from one 
device, from anywhere in the world. 

Introducing OmniLogic®—the simplest, most 
intuitive pool and spa controller ever.

OmniLogic®
POOL & SPA AUTOMATION
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EXPERIENCE THE LUXURY OF 
TOTAL CONTROL.

Create up to 25 preset backyard themes to control 
complex outdoor environments customized to your unique 
personality and mood from a casual, relaxing afternoon to a 
romantic evening for two or even a backyard birthday bash. 

OmniLogic themed functionality transforms your backyard 
with the touch of a finger. Its unique touchscreen display 
uses smart phone style swipe and tap navigation to control 
virtually all pool and spa features and functions.

The performance, look and feel of an elite application is 
just as important as the technology behind it. OmniLogic 
combines the best in connectivity, versatility and energy-
efficient functionality with an intuitive interface that makes 
the whole system simple to install, program, and use. When 
you choose OmniLogic, you choose the best.

Introducing OmniLogic®—the simplest, most intuitive pool and spa controller 
ever. Simple to set up, simple to use,  simple to love.

Now you can control nearly every aspect of your backyard from one device, anywhere in the world. Imagine 
how much free time you will gain when you have the ability to monitor and control your pool and spa filtration, 
sanitisation and heating, as well as other backyard amenities such as fountains and ambience lights from one 
device- while you are at work, on holidays, on the couch or running errands.

OMNILOGIC®, iPAD® & iPHONE® APP
(App also available in Android™)

WHY SHOULD I CHOOSE OMNILOGIC®?



TOTAL BACKYARD CONTROL IS RIGHT AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

CONTROL MADE SIMPLE. AS FLEXIBLE AS WATER. PLUG INTO THE FUTURE.

Now you can control nearly every 
aspect of your backyard from 
one device. The OmniLogic user 
interfaces are intuitive and easy 
to use thanks to an icon-based 
graphics touchscreen and iPhone,® 
iPad,® Android™ and web apps that 
are designed to do more with fewer 
button pushes. Customize it to fit 
your family’s needs and preferences. 
Set up to 50 Favourites icons and 25 
customizable Themes you can change 
with the touch of a button.

OmniLogic’s modular configuration 
gives you the ultimate in flexibility 
and scalability. Never again will 
adding a feature or enhancement 
require complex system upgrades. 
Want to add a heater? A porch 
fan? Landscape lighting? Now 
you can seamlessly and painlessly 
add devices with plug-and-play 
expansion.

Forget costly and time-consuming 
upgrades—OmniLogic is future-proof 
thanks to its USB port, which allows 
you to upload new capabilities as well 
as install and restore configurations 
quickly and easily so you’re always on 
the cutting edge.



OmniLogic®

CHOOSE USER FRIENDLY ACCESSORIES TO TURN EASY INTO EFFORTLESS.

Sense and Dispense, uses a proportional feed algorithm that continuously tests 
the water, sampling pH and sanitiser activity, adjusting chemical feeding on a 
basis proportional to the demand. Adding the Sense and Dispense option to 
OmniLogic is a fully integrated solution, not an additional box that resides on 
your pool pad, eliminating additional installation costs. It also provides a single 
source for status reporting and control.

For water that’s clean, clear and luxuriously soft, choose the world’s #1 salt 
chlorination cell. Hayward TurboCells are available in three sizes—150,000, 
95,000, and 55,000 Litres. These cells automatically generate a self-                    
renewing supply of fresh, pure chlorine to save customers more than 50%          
over conventional chlorine.
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DISCOVER WHAT EVERYONE HAS BEEN TALKING ABOUT.

The Hayward OmniLogic Wall Mount is a remote touchscreen terminal that wires 
directly to the OmniLogic pool automation controller. It is designed to fasten to 
a wall giving you convenient in-home access for monitoring and controlling your 
pool. After installation the OmniLogic will detect the remote and automatically 
configure itself to utilize the new terminal. 

TURBOCELL®

WALL MOUNT REMOTE

SENSE AND DISPENSE®

Power your system with Australia’s first 10 Star Energy Efficiency Rated Variable 
Speed Pump. This pump is built to last and engineered to perform under the most 
demanding conditions. When you combine this premium pump with OmniLogic 
you will see just how effortless and inexpensive it is to run your pool and spa.

TRISTAR™ VS PUMP


